Winter Wonderland
Chatterbooks activity pack

Winter Wonderland
About this pack
Penguins, snow, Christmas excitement and winter fun - more snow, and more penguins – all in this
Winter Wonderland pack full of reading and activity ideas for your group this winter season.
There are warm up and discussion ideas, longer activities, and sheets you can download and print.
Winter Wonderland is brought to you by The Reading Agency and all the Children’s Reading
Partners publishers, with very best wishes for a Happy Christmas and New Year!
Chatterbooks is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 14 years. It is coordinated by
The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in
libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring children’s literacy development by encouraging them
to have a really good time reading and talking about books.
The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk
Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as
possible.
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Activity ideas
Warm up
Winter Wonderland Wordsearch
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Find all these words in the squares above – the words run across or down.

SKIING

JACK FROST

SNOWFLAKE

ICE SKATING

CHRISTMAS

STARLIGHT

PENGUIN

POLAR BEAR

FIR TREE

CAROLS

SNOWMAN

REINDEER
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Match up these Christmas gifts with storybook characters!
Christmas Gift

Sherlock Holmes
Winnie the Witch
The Snowman

Who is it for?
Choose a storybook character from the list below

Batman
Harry Potter
Norm

The Cat in the… Robin Hood
Paddington
Wimpy Kid
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Penguin fun!
Get everyone to have a go at moving and walking like a penguin!
To flip your flippers and get your waddle right here are some tips from ‘Wiki-how’.
Then act like penguins and challenge each other to try different actions! – e.g.
 Walk like a penguin
 Run
 Put your coat on
 Open the door
 Get a book off the shelf

Things to talk about

When it’s hard to get to sleep…
In the book Olivia Helps with Christmas Olivia finds it really hard to get to sleep as she
thinks about Father Christmas coming with presents.
Talk about all the things that can keep you awake at night – e.g. being excited,
looking forward to things, worrying about something….
Christmas customs
Get together some books about Christmas customs in different countries (e.g.
Christmas Around the World/Usborne) and compare how people celebrate
Christmas.
Tell each other about your own family traditions – eg. when you open your presents;
favourite Christmas food; getting together with friends and relations.
What are the things you look forward to most at Christmas?
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Longer activities
Make an advent calendar!
You need:
 A sheet of card – A4 would be fine
 Coloured paper
 Felt tips, pastels or crayons
 Pritt stick
 Shiny paper, old magazines, glitter.

Cut out 24 pieces of paper for the ‘windows’ and arrange them on the card. They
could be different shapes and sizes – and arranged in rows or in a shape or pattern.
Glue down the side of each window and press it on so that it will lift up as a flap.
Plan the pictures you will have behind each window. Cut pieces of paper to fit
behind each window and draw the pictures you have decided on.
You could use pictures from the sheet below! (It should print ok in b/w so you can
then colour the pictures.)
Or cut out pictures from old magazines.

Stick the pictures on, one behind each window flap.
Number the flaps – they don’t have to be in any
order.
You could also add a picture and flap for No. 25 –
Christmas Day!

Decorate your calendar with glitter and a Christmassy or wintery picture or pattern.
See next page for pictures to colour, cut out and use to go behind the window flaps.
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Winter Wonderland and Christmas Quiz
1. In A Christmas Carol which of these is a ghost which comes to haunt Scrooge?
a. The Ghost of Christmas Present
b. The Ghost of Christmas Presents
c. The Ghost of Back to the Future
2. In Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone what does Mrs Weasley give Harry as a
Christmas present?
a. A Cadbury’s selection box
b. A knitted jumper
c. The Beano Annual
3. How far can a penguin fly?
a. Just a few feet
b. Hundreds of miles
c. Not at all
4. Which of these is the name of one of Father Christmas’s reindeer?
a. Blitzen
b. Blotto
c. Bluto
5. In Raymond Briggs’ The Snowman what does the Snowman leave behind when he
melts?
a. A pair of boots
b. A woolly hat
c. A scarf
6. What does Guinness World Records say is the size (across) of the largest snowflake
ever found?
a. 8cm
b. 38cm
c. 23cm
8

7. Chionophobia is the fear of
a. Snowballs
b. Snow
c. Snowmen
8. On the 5th day of Christmas what did ‘my true love give to me’?
a. Five diamonds shining
b. Five gold rings
c. Five pigeons cooing
9. Which of these is another name for Father Christmas? (More than one answer!)
a. Saint Nicholas
b. Kris Kringle
c. Santa Claus
10. In C.S.Lewis’ ‘Narnia’ book The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe what does the
White Witch give to Edmund to put a spell on him ?
a. Turkish Delight
b. Marshmallows
c. Ferrero Rocher chocolates
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Wonderland reading!
Picture books
Birdie Black & Rosalind Beardshaw
Just Right for Christmas Nosy Crow 978-0857631367
One snowy Christmas eve, the king buys some soft red cloth to make a
cloak for the princess – little does he know that the left-over cloth will be
used to make presents for many more of the kingdom’s inhabitants, right
down to the last teeny bit of cloth made into a scarf, which is just right for
the smallest mouse to protect him from the winter chill.
Author Birdie Black also runs an independent children’s publishing company.
Rosalind Beardshaw has illustrated many books for children, including Grandma’s Beach and
Grandma’s Surprise, which she also wrote. She loves creating new characters and she lives in York.
Inside the book is a QR code for a free audio reading of this story.
In the castle, the king’s sewing maids snipped and they sewed and they snipped and they sewed
and, by lunchtime, they had made a beautiful long cloak for the princess. The king was delighted.

This is a great story to read out loud – or for your group to learn and tell out loud
together. Each child could take a different page, or you could have the whole group
telling the story in unison!

Ian Falconer Olivia Helps with Christmas Simon & Schuster
978-1471123108
That much-loved piglet, Olivia, is getting into the Christmas spirit. There are
presents to wrap, ornaments to hang on the tree, snow pigs to build...But what
mischief and mayhem will she get up to this time? This delightfully told and
beautifully illustrated festive Olivia story belongs under everyone's Christmas tree!
When not telling Olivia's story Ian Falconer designs sets and costumes for the New York City Ballet,
the San Francisco Opera, and the Royal Opera House in London. He lives in New York City.
After dinner the family gathered to sing carols. Softly they started: ‘Angels we have heard on high,
sweetly singing oe’r the plains.’ Olivia always lets go for the chorus…

Talk about Olivia – what sort of character she is, what she does, what she likes and
doesn’t like. How would you like to have her as your sister?!
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Rebecca Harry Snow Bunny’s Christmas Gift Nosy Crow
978-0857633590
A brand new tale about the little bunny with the big heart, and the true gift
of friendship. Little Snow Bunny loves nothing better than playing with her
friends – Fox, Bear and Mouse - in the wintry forest. But one particularly
cold day, no-one wants to play and Snow Bunny is left all alone. Whatever
will she do? With a little luck and a lot of imagination, she makes cosy
winter gifts for all her friends, just in time for Christmas Eve.
Inside the book is a QR code for a free audio reading of this story.
Rebecca Harry lives in Cardiff, South Wales. Her first creations after university were greetings cards
for her own business plus a large card company in Bristol. Rebecca has illustrated many picture
books including the much-loved Ruby the Duckling series, and Snow Bunny’s Christmas Wish.
Night was falling and Snow Bunny was nearly home when suddenly she stopped. Something was
glinting in the snow. It was a bright, silver coin sparkling in the moonlight. ‘Ooh!’ said Snow
Bunny and she popped the coin in the pocket of her cape. ‘What shall I do now?’

Draw a Christmas and/or winter scene and silver it up with glitter, silver paint, a
silver felt tip pen, or silver spray!
Molly Idle Flora and the Penguin
978-1452128917

Chronicle Books

Having mastered ballet in Flora and the Flamingo, Flora takes to the ice and
forms an unexpected friendship with a penguin. Twirling, leaping, spinning
and gliding, on skates and flippers, the duo mirror each other’s graceful
dance above and below the ice. This is an innovative, wordless picture
book with clever flaps that reveal Flora and the penguin coming together,
spiralling apart and coming back together as only true friends do.
Molly Idle began her career as an artist working for DreamWorks Animation. Her first children’s
book Flora and the Flamingo was a Caldecott Honor Book. She lives in Tempe, Arizona.
A taste:

Make a simple flap book – look at the way the flaps are used in this book, with
pictures on both sides of the flaps.
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James Mayhew Katie’s London Christmas Orchard
978-1408326411
Christmas is a magical time of year, when absolutely anything incredible
can happen. When Katie and Jack are woken up late on Christmas Eve by a
loud sneeze, little do they realise that they are about to embark on the
most amazing evening! Soon they are flying high across London, over
snow-dusted landmarks, through the star-scattered sky with Father
Christmas, in his sleigh, with his magical reindeer! Can they help Father
Christmas to deliver all his presents and be back in time for Christmas morning? The illustrations
feature some of London’s best sights, including: Big Ben, Buckingham Palace, Covent Garden, and
Trafalgar Square. The foiled cover adds that extra bit of Christmas sparkle!
James Mayhew is the author of a number of Katie titles, each highlighting an art movement or
artist, and has now extended the series to feature Katie’s adventures in London and Scotland. He is
a tutor in Children’s Book Illustration at the Cambridge School of Art, and lives in Hertfordshire.
They flew over Regent Street, in and out of strings of Christmas lights that sparkled like colourful
stars. In Covent Garden the last few people were hurrying home for Christmas after an evening at
the ballet. Katie and Jack waved to some carol singers trying to keep warm, and ballerinas dancing
in the snow.

Imagine you’re riding with Father Christmas in his sleigh over the
places where you live –
think of all the landmarks you would see from above and draw them
as either an aerial view, or a skyline.
Layn Marlow You Make Me Smile
978-0192794741

OUP

It’s the first snowfall of winter and the little girl in this story is filled with
that sense of wonder we all experience when the world turns white. She
builds a snowman and gives him a twig smile so that they may share a
moment of happiness and know the promise of a friendship that will be
renewed each year.
Layn Marlow is a children’s picture book author and illustrator who lives
and works in the South of England. Her titles have sold over a million copies worldwide and been
translated into more than 20 different languages. Hurry up and Slow down was shortlisted for the
Maine Chickadee book award in 2011, won Leespluim van de Maand in the Netherlands in March
2009, and won the Coventry Inspirations Book Award in 2010.
You’ll be cold, cold, cold, with a radish-red nose. Your arms may be stiff but your eyes are going to
shine.

Talk about what you like doing best on a snowy day – making a snowman? Angels
in the snow? Sledging? Or staying warm inside and looking out of the window and
the winter wonderland?!
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Kate Messner/Christopher Silas Neal Over and Under
the Snow Chronicle Books 978-1452136462
Over the snow, the world is hushed and white. Under the snow is a secret
world of squirrels, snow hares, bears and bullfrogs and other animals
making their winter home there. This non-fiction picture book exploring
the subnivean zone reveals the tunnels and caves formed beneath the
snow but over the ground, where different animals live through the
winter, safe and warm, awake and busy, but hidden beneath the snow.
Kate Messner is a middle school teacher and the author of several books for young readers,
including the E. B. White Award-winning The Brilliant Fall of Gianna Z. and the Sea Monster series.
Christopher Silas Neal is an award winning illustrator whose work is published regularly in The New
York Times and shown in galleries nationwide. He is also the illustrator of Lifetime. He currently
teaches illustration at Pratt Institute.
‘Under the snow is a whole secret kingdom, where the smallest forest animals stay safe and warm.
You’re skiing over them now.’
Over the snow I glide, past beech trees rattling leftover leaves and strong silent pines that stretch to
the sky. On a high branch, a great horned owl keeps watch.

This book is set in a place which has very cold winters. Make two lists of all the
creatures in this story – those under the snow and those above the snow. Which of
these creatures are also found in the UK?

Kay Thompson/Hilary Knight Eloise at Christmastime
Simon & Schuster 978-147112369
‘Blow music of trinkles and drinkles of glass, there's Christmas everywhere’.
It's Christmas Eve and Eloise is spreading cheer - and a little bit of chaos throughout the Plaza hotel. There are carols to sing, trees to decorate, presents
to wrap and parties to crash in this festive classic story with a fresh new look
Kay Thompson was a singer, dancer, vocal arranger and coach to many MGM
musicals in the 1940s. The Eloise character grew out of the voice of a precocious
six-year-old she used to put on to amuse her friends. Collaborating with Hilary Knight on what was
an immediate bestseller, Kay Thompson and Hilary Knight became literary sensations when the
book was first published in 1955. More than 2 million copies have been sold to date.
Then it’s zippity jingle and dash away ping
Hang holly and berries in all the halls
Tie tassels on all the thermostats and
Write Merry Christmas on all of the walls.

Have a go at writing about Christmas in some ‘zippity’ verse like this!
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Fiction

Anne Booth
Lucy’s Secret Reindeer
978-0192737731

OUP

Lucy has a big secret . . . Santa’s left her a little reindeer in the garden shed!
But Starlight is poorly, and Santa won’t be able to deliver any presents if
he’s not well in time. Can Lucy make Starlight better and save Christmas?
A magical winter’s tale with lovely black and white illustrations.
Anne Booth lives in a village in Kent. She has worked as a bookseller, a
university lecturer, and in a residential care home.
Sophy Williams is an award-winning illustrator who has collaborated with many well-known
children’s authors. She lives by the Kennet and Avon Canal in Bradford on Avon.
‘Hello, Gran!’ Lucy called, as she pushed the door open and stepped into the kitchen. At one end of
the large room was a big kitchen range and a dresser with pretty patterned plates and cups on.
There was also a sink and a cosy armchair with patchwork cushions. But the other end of the room
was like a little animal hospital.

Find out about your local animal rescue centre – eg. for cats or dogs. In Cornwall
there is a bird hospital [http://www.mouseholebirdhospital.org.uk/] and a seal
sanctuary [http://www.sealsanctuary.co.uk/]. If there is an animal sanctuary near
you, you could arrange a group visit - and then write about one of the animals.
Amelia Cobb/Sophy Williams Zoe’s Rescue Zoo: The
Puzzled Penguin
Nosy Crow 978-0857632050
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from
his travels, it falls to Zoe and her mum, the zoo’s vet, to settle them into
their new home. Zoe’s good at this, because she can understand what
they say and talk to them, too. But that’s a secret! A tiny penguin arrives
at the zoo. He’s really cute, but a bit of a puzzle – he just doesn’t seem to
know he’s a penguin!
See also The Silky Seal Pup and The Lucky Snow Leopard in the same series.
Amelia Cobb – cf Lucy Daniels! Amelia Cobb is sadly not a real person, although there is a real
author behind these stories. If Amelia did exist, we like to think that she’d live by the sea with her
two goldfish, Flip and Flop, and write her stories at a small desk by the window, listening to the
radio and wearing a brightly coloured scarf at all times.
The penguins were gliding quickly under the surface of the lagoon. Their flippers were tucked in
neatly and their sleek, shiny bodies wriggled as they swam faster and faster. With a sudden splash
they launched themselves out of the water and into the air. They landed on their white bellies on the
smooth rocks and slid playfully along.

Get together a collection of books about penguins and challenge your group each
to find out three facts about penguins – then share all your facts on a flipchart.
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Eoin Colfer The Fish in the Bathtub Barrington Stoke
(Little Gems) 978-1781123607
A heart-warming story set in post-war Poland. Little Lucja’s Grandpa
Feliks has seen off the German army, and the Communists, and now he is
looking forward to a long and peaceful retirement. He plans to begin with
a tasty Christmas Eve dinner of carp. But when the carp arrives alive and
takes up residence in the bathtub and Lucja’s heart, has Grandpa Feliks
finally met his match? High quality cream paper and a special easy to
read font ensure a smooth read for all.
Eoin Colfer is the author of the Artemis Fowl series (Puffin), which has sold over 20 million copies.
His books have been shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal and Irish Book of the Decade (Bord Gais
Energy Irish Book Awards). Eoin now lives in Ireland.
With his beautiful line drawings Peter Bailey has illustrated over 100 books by writers such as Philip
Pullman and Alexander McCall Smith.
He felt a need to explain to Lucja that this was about more than fish. This was about freedom to
enjoy things that grew in their own country. This was about their way of life. They were in Warsaw,
not New York City. Grandpa Feliks took a few deep breaths, then stomped down the hall to the room
Lucja shared with her mother.

Saying ‘Merry Christmas!’ around the world: look at the inside flap at the end of
the book for Christmas greetings in different languages.
Can your group come up with more greetings in more languages – and for more
festivals as well as Christmas?
If you want find out more about the history of Poland have a look at Charlotte Guillain Poland
Raintree 9781406228267

Sam Gayton/Chris Riddell The Snow Merchant
Andersen Press 978-1783441778
Lettie Peppercorn lives in a house on stilts near the wind-swept coast of
Albion. Nothing incredible has ever happened to her, until one winter's
night, when the night the Snow Merchant comes. He claims to be an
alchemist - the greatest that ever lived - and in his suitcase, he carries his
newest invention: snow.
Sam Gayton lives in South London. In 2009 he completed the Writing for Young People MA at Bath
Spa University. He is also the author of Lilliput and Hercufleas.
Chris Riddell is an artist of children’s books and a political cartoonist for the Observer. He also
illustrates the Ottoline and the Goth Girl series, as well as working closely with Paul Stewart on the
Edge Chronicles and Wyrmeweald. He has won many awards for his work, including the Nestlé Gold
Award, the UNESCO Award for Something Else and two Kate Greenaway Medals.
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The Snow Merchant took the bucket of grimy water and threw it into the cloud, which swallowed up
every drop, rumbling greedily as it did so. He wafted the cloud into the middle of the room until it
was above the rug, and then held up his big wooden spoon. He let a few drops of ether fall upon the
end and began to stir the cloud with great, slow, circular movements that became faster and faster
until the cloud was swirling, and the Snow Merchant was whirling underneath…and then, all of a
sudden- Out of the cloud there fell a something.

Which scene do you remember most from this story?
Which character? Tell each other about them in your own words.
Rebecca Stead First Light Andersen Press
978-1783441129
Peter can't wait to join his parents on an expedition to the ice caps of
Greenland to study global warming. But while he's there, he begins to
suspect there might be another reason for this trip other than scientific
research. And in another world, there is Thea, who lives with her family
under the ice, and is desperate to see what's above it. When Thea and Peter
meet, two worlds will collide, and a host of secrets will be released.
Rebecca Stead grew up in New York City. She was a lawyer and has written books for adults.Her
third book for children Liar and Spy was the winner of the Guardian Children's Fiction Prize.
Grace had prepared for the migration for decades: she had discovered how to seal ice so that it
became as permanent as stone, she invented the oxygen lamps that gave them light, and she
devised the waterwheel that provided their power and drew their air down from the earth’s surface.

Imagine you are living in an ice palace under the snow – together collect words and
ideas to describe the palace and what your life is like. Then try shaping these into a
poem, or the beginning of a story set in the palace…

Non-fiction
Fiona Watt The Usborne Book of Christmas Art Ideas
Usborne 978-1409585817
Lots of Christmassy ideas for painting, drawing, printing and making collages:
projects include creating gold-winged angels, sparkly baubles, fingerprint
snowmen, frosty branches and lots more.
Fiona Watt has been a teacher and joined Usborne Publishing in 1989; she
writes baby and novelty books, and art and activity titles.

Lesley Sims Christmas Around the World Usborne
978-0746067826
Christmas customs, food, present-giving, songs and traditional stories
from around the world with easy-reading text - part of the Usborne
Reading Programme developed with the University of Roehampton
16

More Wonderland reading ideas!
AUTHOR
Picture Books
Dick Bruna
Pamela Butchart
& Sam Lloyd
Rod Campbell
Charles Dickens
Retold: Lesley Sims
Ill. Alan Marks
Claire Freedman
& Ben Cort
Rebecca Harry
Chris Judge
Lita Judge
David McKee
James Mayhew
Paula Metcalf &
C. Johnson-Isaacs
Rebecca Patterson
Axel Scheffler
Paul Stewart &
Chris Riddell
Chris Van Allsburg
Max Velthuijs
Fiction
Giles Andreae
Enid Blyton

TITLE

PUBLISHER

ISBN

Christmas with Miffy
(Activity book with stickers & cut-outs)
Yikes, Santa-CLAWS!

Simon &
Schuster
Bloomsbury

978-1471120848

Dear Santa
A Christmas Carol

Macmillan
Usborne

978-1447261551
978-1409536901

Aliens Love Panta Claus

978-1471120398

Snow Bunny’s Christmas Wish
The Great Explorer
red sledge
Elmer in the Snow
Ella Bella Ballerina and The Nutcracker
Charlie Crow in the Snow

Simon &
Schuster
Nosy Crow
Andersen
Andersen
Andersen
Orchard
Macmillan

The Christmas Show
Pip and Posy: The Snowy Day
A Little Bit of Winter

Macmillan
Nosy Crow
Andersen

978-1447220190
978-0857632968
978-0862649982

The Polar Express
Frog in Winter

Andersen
Andersen

978-1842709498
978-1783441471

Billy Bonkers: It’s a Crazy Christmas!
Christmas Stories

Hodder
Hodder

978-1408300541
978-1444922578

Macmillan
Nosy Crow

978-1447273080

978-1408851388

978-0857634351
978-1849394017
978-1849397933
978-1842707838
978-1408314081
978-0230760356

Lots of Xmas info tucked into these stories

Lewis Carroll
Amelia Cobb

Gillian Cross
Paula Harrison
Diana Kimpton
Josh Lacey

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland!
Zoe’s Rescue Zoo:
The Lucky Snow Leopard
The Silky Seal Pup
The MonsterSnowman
The Rescue Princesses: The Ice Diamond
The Rescue Princesses: The Snow Jewel
The Pony-Mad Princess
The Dragonsitter’s Castle

978-0857633774
978-0857632340
Barrington Stoke 978-1781120095
Nosy Crow
978-0857631930
978-0857631411
Usborne
978-1409566045
Andersen
978-1849397698
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…and penguins!
Fiction
Paul Geraghty
Oliver Jeffers
Martin Jenkins
Helen Lester
Marcus Pfister
Jill Tomlinson
Non-fiction
Emily Bone
Yva Momatuik
Anne Schreiber
DVD!

Solo
Lost and Found
The Emperor’s Egg
Tacky and the Winter Games
(Tacky the Penguin)
Penguin Pete
The Penguin who Wanted to Find Out

Andersen
HarperCollins
Walker
Harcourt Brace

978-1849392440
978-0007150366
978-1406313017
978-0618956746

North-South
Egmont

978-0735841185
978-1405271912

Penguins
Face to Face with Penguins
Penguins!
Happy Feet
March of the Penguins

Usborne
National Geographic
National Geographic
Warner
Warner

978-0746099667
978-1426305610
978-1426304262
ASIN: B000K7LQSS
ASIN: B000CETV9U

…a few more penguins….
Jean-Luc Fromental & Joëlle Jolivet 365 Penguins
Abrams 978-0810944602
From the amazing success of the documentary March of the Penguins to the
popular penguins in Madagascar to the penguin-themed movie Happy Feet,
penguins are everywhere! That's especially true for the family in 365
Penguins, who find a penguin mysteriously delivered to their door for every
day of the year. With every passing day, the penguins pile up - along with
the family's problems. Feeding, cleaning and housing the penguins becomes a monumental task.
They're noisy, smelly and they always hog the bathroom! And who on earth is sending these
squawking birds? Large format and lots of opportunities for counting!
Jean-Luc Fromental is the author of about thirty books, including novels, travelogues, children's
books and comics. Joëlle Jovilet is an internationally acclaimed illustrator.

…and a magical picture book of poetry and snow!
Walter de la Mare/Carolina Rabei Snow Faber
978-0571305575
As the day draws to a close, a family prepares for Christmas - decorating the
tree, hanging stockings by the fire, putting out a plate of mince pies...
Outside, the world turns to white. This is Walter de la Mare’s classic poem as
a picture book, with beautiful illustrations to explore, from Carolina Rabei.
'No breath of wind, no gleam of sun
Still the white snow
Whirls softly down'
18
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Winter Wonderland Wordsearch
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Quiz
1 a; 2 b; 3 c; 4 a; 5 c; 6 b; 7 b; 8 b; 9 all; 10 a
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